Colour contrast describes the influence of one colour on the perception of colours in neighbouring areas. This study addresses two issues: (i) the accurate representation of the colour changes; (ii) the underlying visual mechanisms. Observers viewed a haploscopic display in which a standard display was presented to one eye and a matching display to the other. The matches could be represented accurately using a diagram that is a logarithmic transformation of the MacLeod -Boynton (r, b) (1979) chromaticity diagram. Since haploscopic presentation has been described as isolating retinal processes (Whittle, P. 35,[239][240][241][242][243][244][245][246][247][248][249][250][251][252][253][254], the results are discussed in terms of receptor sensitivity changes and the ratio of receptor contrasts.
Introduction
When a light grey square is placed in a red surround, it no longer appears grey, but is tinged with green. When the surrounding colour is changed from red to, say, blue, the grey area then appears slightly yellow. These are classic examples of the phenomenon of contrast colours: placing a neutral or grey square in any coloured surround results in the square appearing approximately complementary to the colour of the surround, where complementary means that the two colours mix together additively to give neutral or white. Although these colour transformations have been extensively studied, it is still not possible to specify quantitatively in advance the colour transformations that will be seen in a particular display, nor is it clear which visual processes are involved. This paper focuses on both issues. First, it is concerned with representing contrast colours in some colour space more accurately than the traditional, but approximate, complementary colours description. Second, it is concerned with understanding the rô le of early (retinal) rather than later stages of visual processing that underlie contrast colours.
The many previous attempts to identify the visual processes underlying contrast colours have yielded a number of different, apparently contradictory, findings. For example, von Kries adaptation has been used as a model of early (retinal) processes that can successfully describe contrast colours in some experiments (Troost, Wei & de Weert, 1992; Chichilnisky & Wandell, 1995) . With this approach contrast colours can be modelled by adjusting three multiplicative gain coefficients, one for each of the three classes of cone photoreceptors in the retina. The coefficients depend on the rate of quantal absorptions in each cone class from the adapting (or surround) light. In a study of contrast colours the task is often to match the appearance of a grey square set in a coloured surround with a matching square. If the matching square is set in its own surround, some functions of square:surround ratios for each cone class are equated in the test and matching displays. Other studies, however, have found that simple cone ratios only Fig. 1 . The optical arrangement and resulting haploscopic display. When the LE and RE images were fused, the observers saw an upper and lower square (each 1.3°) set in a uniform surround (8 × 11°) and separated by 1.3°. They adjusted the appearance of the lower square to match the upper. Viewing distance was 145 cm from each screen. During the experiment neither of the monitors could be viewed directly due to baffles, which also stopped scattered light. The monitors were the only source of light in an otherwise dark room.
approximately account for data on colour contrast (Judd, 1963; Wooten, 1970; Ware & Cowan, 1982; Worthey, 1985) . One solution is to explore how proposed second (cone-opponent) and later stage mechanisms might explain colour contrast (Ware & Cowan, 1982; Takahashi & Ejima, 1983; Worthey, 1985; Krauskopf, Williams, Mandler & Brown, 1986a; Krauskopf, Zaidi & Mandler, 1986b) , another is to take von Kries ratios as a basis and modify the ratio expression (Walraven, 1976; Troost et al., 1992; Lucassen, 1993) .
Different psychophysical methods must account for a large part of these different results. Some studies use nulling tasks, where the observer must cancel induced hues by adding some of the surround colour to the induced area (Krauskopf et al., 1986b; Walraven, 1976) . These tasks may access only one dimension of induced hues (its hue), whereas matching tasks allow a three-dimensional match (hue, saturation and brightness) (Stefurak, 1988; Ingling, 1977; Ingling, Russell, Rea & Tsou, 1978) . One alternative is the hue scaling or rating techniques used by Hurvich (1959, 1961) , Wooten (1970) and Stefurak (1988) . These directly address appearance and therefore are more likely to be influenced by higher visual, or cognitive, processes that may be missing in nulling or matching tasks (see Arend & Reeves, 1986) . This paper focuses on the early visual processes that underlie contrast colours and on representing the colour changes at this level. To isolate early visual processes the experiments used a matching task in a haploscopic display, in which different displays were presented to each eye but observers saw a single fused binocular image (see Fig. 1 ). Hering (1890) first used this technique to demonstrate early (at least monocular) contrast colours. He presented one eye with a grey square in the upper half of a red background, the other with a grey square in the lower half of a blue background. When the two images were fused, the background appeared purple (the mixture of red and blue), the upper square appeared green and the lower square appeared yellow. Evidently the appearance of each square depended on monocular processes and not on the fused binocular appearance of the display, or both squares would have appeared the same, a greenish-yellow. Rather than showing simply monocular processes, matches set in a haploscopic display have been described as showing retinal (Whittle & Challands, 1969) and even cone specific contrast processing (Chichilnisky & Wandell, 1995) . Since haploscopic presentation was used in the present experiments, the discussion centres on photoreceptor sensitivity changes as an account of the matches obtained.
The display chosen in the experiments provided conditions likely to produce saturated contrast colours to see clearly the effect of changing surround colour. Coloured shadows are often used to demonstrate contrast colours because the induced hues seen in the shadow area can be exceptionally vivid. This may be because they often fill a large part of the field of view, or are the only object in the field of view. They also always involve a luminance decrement at the border of the surround and shadow. There are many reports that decremental stimuli, where the patch is darker than the surround, produce more saturated induced colours for surround:patch ratios of 2:1 -3:1 than for other ratios, equiluminant or incremental stimuli (Kinney, 1962; Bergströ m, Derefeldt & Holmgren, 1978; Creutzfeldt, Crook, Kastner, Li & Pei, 1991a; Creutzfeldt, Kastner, Pei & Valberg, 1991b; Troost et al., 1992 ). In the experiments described in this paper all stimuli were medium contrast decrements presented at a 2:1 surround:patch luminance ratio. These conditions produced saturated contrast colours.
The experiments all had the same simple form. The observer's left eye (LE) always saw the inducing ('standard') display: a neutral square set in a coloured surround that simulated a coloured shadow. The right eye (RE) saw the matching display: a variable square set in its own surround. The fused binocular image was of a single surround with an upper (LE standard) and lower (RE matching) square (see Fig. 1 ).
In the first experiment, the set of (LE) inducing surrounds varied in saturation in 'cardinal' colour directions (Krauskopf et al., 1986a) , allowing a test of Kirschmann's law (1891) that the amount of induced hue varies in proportion to the logarithm of the saturation of the inducing hue. Cardinal colour directions correspond to lines parallel to the (r, b) axes of the MacLeod-Boynton (1979) cone excitation diagram. In one direction the input to the S cones is constant and the ratio of L to M cone activity varies, while their sum (L+ M, or luminance) remains constant. In the other, the input to the L and M cones is constant (and so therefore is luminance) but the activity of the S cones varies. The second experiment looked at inducing surrounds that lay in non-cardinal colour directions within the equiluminant plane to see whether there was evidence of interactions between the signals from the three cone types 1 . In Experiments 1 and 2 the matching square was set in a neutral surround. In the third experiment the matching square was set in various coloured surrounds to test a general description of induced hues in this display. The results from all three experiments are used to discuss the possible visual mechanisms underlying contrast colours in a haploscopic display.
Methods

Display
All stimuli were presented on two Apple RGB monitors (Sony Trinitron), each with a resolution of 480× 640 pixels. The LE display (the standard display) combined a coloured surround and inset black square with a superimposed veiling illuminant from a separate monitor. The 'standard' square was made up of the black square plus the veil, giving a luminance of 8 cd/m 2 . The inducing surround was made up of a coloured surround plus the veil, giving a luminance of 18 cd/m 2 (see Fig. 1 ). Throughout the experiments the veil was illuminant C. The LE display could have been simulated on one monitor without using an actual veiling illuminant from monitor 2. An advantage of using two monitors was that it avoided some problems with screen interactions: the luminance and chromaticity of the LE standard square were constant whatever surround was used on monitor 1 since it was made up only from a veil from a separate monitor (see Shepherd (1994 Shepherd ( , 1997a for details on screen interactions).
In Experiments 1 and 2, the RE display contained a neutral surround (illuminant C, 18 cd/m 2 ) and inset matching square. In Experiment 3 the RE surround was non-neutral.
Binocularly, the surrounds to each eye overlapped and the observer saw an upper and lower square separated by 1.3°. The appearance of the single binocular surround was a uniform mixture of the LE and RE surround colours. Although the standard square always had a chromaticity close to that of illuminant C, it appeared to be a colour approximately complementary to each LE surround even after the LE and RE displays were fused. The RE square was initially set to a random colour and its luminance and chromaticity were adjusted by the observers to match the appearance of the LE standard square.
Calibration
Each field of the display was measured with a Minolta Chroma meter (CS-100), a tri-stimulus filter colorimeter that gives direct readings of luminance and chromaticity (CIE 1931 Y, x, y) . See Shepherd (1997a) for full details of the measurement procedure and of how the display colours were selected. The Chroma meter's luminance readings were found to be affected by the position of the meter relative to the optics. Since screen 2 was measured after every test session, the screen was measured directly and the measurements were transformed to values at the observer's eye using previously calculated formulae 2 . Periodic stability checks on the output of screen 1 were made through the optics. MacLeod-Boynton (1979) r, b co-ordinates are based on Judd (1951) x%, y% rather than CIE (1931) x, y co-ordinates. All (x, y) chromaticities were transformed to (x%, y%) values using the formulae given by Vos (1978) and from these MacLeod -Boynton (r, b) co-ordinates were calculated (MacLeod & Boynton, 1979) .
Procedure
After adapting to the display for at least 2 min, the observer's task was to match the appearance of the LE standard square by manipulating the chromaticity and luminance of the RE square. The display was presented continuously. Each observer made three matches to each of the LE displays in Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 3 observers made a single match in each condition, since there was good consistency in Experiments 1 and 2. Central (not fixation) crosses were provided at the centre of each display to help observers to maintain a fused binocular image only; they were allowed to move their eyes freely over the display while making matches.
The chromaticity of the matching square was controlled using a box with 12 buttons. Six buttons altered (either increased or decreased) the output of the red, green and blue guns of the monitor. Two buttons increased or decreased the strength of the colour displayed keeping luminance approximately constant (a pale vs. saturated colour control). Two other buttons increased or decreased the amount of light coming from the square area keeping the colour displayed approximately constant (a dark vs. bright control) 3 . Observers recorded their matches by simultaneously pressing two additional buttons.
Obser6ers
A total of 12 observers with normal colour vision participated (five male, seven female, aged between 22 and 52 years). Five observers wore (untinted) glasses during the experiment. Ten were naïve to the aims of the experiment and were paid for participating. Some participated in more than one experiment, but not every observer made matches in all experiments, since this required many sessions. Six participated in Experiment 1, 11 in Experiment 2 and three in Experiment 3. All observers were screened for normal colour vision using the Rayleigh anomaloscope and a computer-controlled version of pseudoisochromatic plates (Mollon & Reffin, 1989; Reffin, Astell & Mollon, 1991) .
Experiment 1
As a set, the 21 inducing surrounds used in Experiment 1 formed a cross centred on illuminant C. The arms of the cross were parallel to the axes of the MacLeod-Boynton cone excitation diagram (Fig. 2b , 2) and covered a wide area of colour space, including both saturated and desaturated hues. Their colour appearance varied from red to a (slightly bluish) green along the r-axis and from a (slightly pinkish) purple to a yellowish olive along the b-axis.
The surround colours were selected to clarify two questions about induced hues in this display. First, do sets of inducing surrounds that vary either along the ror b-axes produce induced hues that also vary only along the relevant axis, or is there evidence of interactions between the signals from the three cone types? Second, how does varying the colour of the inducing surround affect the colour of the induced hue?
Experiment 1: Results
Average matches for six observers are plotted in Fig.  2b and show very clear trends. Surround chromaticities (2) that lie parallel to the r-axis produce induced hues ( ) lying quite precisely parallel to the r-axis. There is no displacement along the b-axis. Similarly, surrounds lying parallel to the b axis produce induced hues () also lying parallel to the b-axis. There is no consistent displacement along the r-axis apart from near the monitor's limits (shown by the dashed line). Overall, the results were very similar for individual observers: in 
Experiment 1: Discussion
The stimuli were chosen to clarify how the induced hue varies with the colour of the inducing surround. Kirschmann (1891) described the strength of induced 2 Mirror Y = −6.4451e − 2 + 0.84382 direct Y Mirror x = −1.3673e − 3 + 0.99614 direct x Mirror y = −2.5855e − 3 + 1.0062 direct y. 3 If the three gun values are ranked as the maximum, middle and minimum, strength of colour was defined as: (maximum − minimum)/ maximum. Colour was defined as: (middle − minimum)/(maximum− minimum). These routines allowed an approximate change in intensity and saturation, observers could then modify the three gun values independently using the red, green and blue pairs of buttons, to achieve a complete colour and brightness match. The routines were adapted from Macintosh Toolbox routines. colour to be approximately proportional to the logarithm of the strength of the inducing colour. He used a rotating circular disk with various proportions of coloured, white and black sectors. Strength of colour was expressed in degrees (between 60 and 360°), using the angle formed by the coloured sector in the circular disk. Observers were asked to either cancel or match the hues induced in a central grey disc, which was visually matched in brightness to the coloured surrounds. He presented results for four observers and for series of red, green and yellow inducing surrounds. The range of colours he used is not large enough, however, to distinguish between a log -linear or a log -log relationship between the strength of inducing and induced colours.
In the present results, plotting the r, b co-ordinates for each match against the respective surround co-ordinates shows an orderly relationship between the inducing and induced hues (Fig. 3a , b) that can be described to a good approximation as equating logarithmic square-surround differences along the r and b axes (Fig.  3c, d ). For surrounds and matches that lie parallel to the r-axis the points clearly fall on a line with a slope of 1 (solid line), except for those near to the monitor's limit at 8 cd/m 2 (shown by the dashed line) 4 . This relationship is approximately true for surrounds and matches that lie parallel to the b-axis. How well equal LE and RE linear or logarithmic square-surround differences describe the data can be gauged by comparing the correlation between expected settings and the average settings (Table 1 ). All matches and predictions that lay on or outside the colour gamut of the monitor were removed from the analysis, resulting in nine remaining settings for matches that lay parallel to the r-axis and seven for those that lay parallel to the b-axis. For surrounds and matches that lie parallel to the r-axis, square-surround differences can be calculated using either the MacLeod-Boynton r or g (= 1−r) co-ordinates. Calculating an expected r co-ordinate from equal LE and RE square-surround differences in linear co-ordinates produces identical values whether the MacLeod-Boynton r or g co-ordinate is used. This is not the case for logarithmic square-surround differences. Therefore, expected settings were calculated based on both r and g. This issue is returned to in the general discussion. For each set of expected the compression of match points near the monitor's limits probably indicates their reluctance to do so rather than a limit to the amount of induced hue with saturated inducing colours. Subjects reported making compromised matches if the colour displayed at the monitor's limits was nearly right, or they reported setting it to be the best they could get. co-ordinates, the relationship between the expected matches and the average settings was approximately linear (this is true for both sets of expected co-ordinates that lie parallel to the S-axis due to the now restricted range of colours). Table 1 shows the correlation between the average settings and expected co-ordinates calculated from linear (column A) and logarithmic (column B) square-surround differences. To facilitate comparison, both sets of expected settings are compared in a common co-ordinate system, either linear or logarithmic. The upper section compares the two sets of correlations when both are expressed in linear MacLeod -Boynton co-ordinates. The lower section compares the same when both are expressed in logarithmic MacLeod-Boynton co-ordinates. For the settings that lay parallel to the r-axis, both linear (column A) and logarithmic (column B) square-surround differences correlate highly with the average settings (r\ 0.998) whether r or g is used to calculate expected settings. Williams (1959) t ratio tests whether the difference between two related correlations is significant. The difference in correlation between the average data and each pair of expected settings was not significantly different (column C) whether expected settings were based on r or g, or in linear or logarithmic co-ordinates. Table 1 Correlation coefficients between the average settings (Experiment 1) and expected settings based on equal LE and RE square-surround differences calculated in linear (column A) and logarithmic (column B) MacLeod-Boynton co-ordinates For surrounds and matches parallel to the b-axis, both sets of expected settings again correlate highly with the average of the observed settings (r \ 0.945). This time, the correlation between the expected settings based on logarithmic square-surround differences and the average settings is higher than that between the linear expected settings and the average settings. This difference is significant whether the two correlations are compared in linear or logarithmic co-ordinates (column C).
Overall, equal LE and RE square-surround differences in log (r), log (b) co-ordinates describe the data better than in linear (r, b) co-ordinates, although the advantage arises only for settings that vary along the b-axis. Since log (square) −log (surround) may be rewritten as log (square/surround), the matches can be described by equal LE and RE square/surround chromatic contrasts in r, b co-ordinates. The term chromatic contrast is used to emphasise that this is a two dimensional description, it is not a cone contrast description in the traditional sense since luminance is not incorporated. Luminance is discussed in more detail in Section 6.
The following features of these results were tested in Experiments 2 and 3. (i) There appear to be no interactions between signals from the S and L or M cones since individual cone chromatic contrasts describe the matches. (ii) A logarithmic transformation of the MacLeod-Boynton diagram represents distance such that, to a good approximation, when any two patchsurround differences are equal the patches will match.
Experiment 2
Experiment 1 used inducing colours that lay parallel to the r and b axes (cardinal colour directions) and covered a wide area of colour space available on colour monitors. In the second experiment the three sets of inducing colours lay in non-cardinal colour directions and at perceptually equal distances from neutral. The MacLeod-Boynton diagram is not a uniform discriminability diagram, however, equal distances between points do not represent equal perceived differences between colours. A common solution is to scale distances (from a reference chromaticity) by differential threshold units from that reference chromaticity (Webster & Mollon, 1991) . Although the relationship between threshold and supra-threshold colour differences may not be linear (Cole, Hine & McIlhagga, 1993) , scaling by threshold provides an approximate metric by which different chromaticities can be compared.
Colour difference thresholds in six colour directions around illuminant C were therefore obtained for six observers, and an ellipse was fitted to the average data (Fig. 4a) 
5
. Thresholds determined along the r and b axes are sometimes used to scale points lying either on 5 The experimental display used in the threshold discriminations mimicked the binocular appearance of the haploscopic display used in the main experiments. Two squares (with sides of 1.3°) were presented in a uniform surround (8 ×11°), vertically separated by 1.3°. The upper (reference) square and the surround had a chromaticity close to illuminant C, their luminances were as in the matching experiments (8 and 18 cd/m 2 , respectively). The luminance of the lower square was also 8 cd/m 2 , and on successive trials its chromaticity varied by small amounts from illuminant C. Both the reference and variable squares were flashes lasting 500 ms. The six observers were tested monocularly, using their right eyes. Thresholds were measured separately in six colour directions using a double staircase procedure and were determined independently for positive and negative excursions (relative to neutral) along each direction. The data are presented as symmetrical thresholds centred on the co-ordinates of illuminant C, as there were no consistent asymmetries between observers for positive and negative excursions along each of the six colour directions tested. An ellipse was fitted to the average data which was then used to scale distances in the MacLeod -Boynton diagram for Experiment 2. The ellipse used to fit the data shown in Fig. 4a was a parametric equation in polar co-ordinates of the form: x=X cos t +x 0 ; y =Y sin(t+j ) + y 0 . The 't' varied with phase, X, Y and j were constants. x 0 and y 0 were the co-ordinates of illuminant C, the centre of the ellipse (0, 0). or between those axes (Webster & Mollon, 1991) . The axes of the threshold ellipse (Fig. 4a) , however, did not lie parallel to the r and b axes. To produce a set of stimuli that differed from the reference chromaticity by comparable amounts, one ellipse was therefore used to scale the MacLeod-Boynton diagram radially around the neutral, illuminant C. The main aim of the experiment was to confirm the trends found in Experiment 1, however, since scaling by threshold is a common technique, a subsidiary aim was to assess whether scaling by threshold is a meaningful way to represent colour differences.
The three sets of LE surround colours are shown in the threshold scaled space in Fig. 4b, c, d (2). Two sets formed circles centred on illuminant C, with radii of 18 (18× ) and 35 (35 × ) multiples of threshold. The third set formed a square with half sides of 35 × threshold. They provided a selection of different colours in each of the four quadrants and included both very desaturated (18× ) and saturated (35× ) colours. All LE surrounds had a luminance of 18 cd/m 2 . The LE standard square and RE surround were as in Experiment 1 (illuminant C at 8 and 18 cd/m 2 , respectively) 6 . 6 The preliminary results from Experiments 1 and 2 (Shepherd, 1992) were published before the current measurement technique was employed. Small differences between the results reported there and here can be attributed to the different measurement techniques. For example, the LE surrounds used in Experiment 2 were described as being either at 40 × or 20× threshold in the earlier report, since the threshold ellipse used to scale the data was that from one observer (AS). In the present results the ellipse used to scale the data is now the average of six observers, leading to slightly different multiples of threshold (35 × and 18×). (Fig. 3c, d ) -patch-surround differences in logarithmic co-ordinates are approximately equal in the standard (LE) and match (RE) displays since in each graph all points lie close to the diagonal. Error bars show 91 S.D.
Experiment 2: Results
Average matches are shown in the scaled cone excitation space in Fig. 4b, c, d (). The matches to both circular sets of surrounds (Fig. 4b, c ) also form approximately circular shapes in the scaled diagram. The matches to the more saturated set of surrounds that formed a square, however, do not reproduce a square shape (Fig. 4d) . All observers set matches with a large S cone signal in quadrant 2, producing a striking peak in the pattern of matches. If this pattern results from interactions between the signals from the S and the L or M cones, then LE and RE square/surround chromatic ratios for each cone class should not be equated. As in Experiment 1, however, all induced hues in this display, including the matches in quadrant 2, can be accurately described with this scheme (Fig. 5) .
As for Experiment 1, how well this scheme describes the data can be assessed by comparing the correlations between the average settings and expected settings based on either linear or logarithmic surround-square differences. Both sets of expected matches again correlate highly with the average settings ( Table 2 ). The correlation between the average settings and expected b co-ordinates based on logarithmic square-surround differences (column B) is again, however, higher than that for linear squaresurround differences (column A). This difference is again significant whether the two sets of expected settings are expressed in linear or logarithmic co-ordinates (column C). There are no significant differences between the sets of expected settings for the r co-ordinates.
The luminance of the standard square was 8 cd/m 2 . The luminance of all the matches was also set near 8 cd/m 2 (average match luminances were: HE, 8. 
Experiment 2: Discussion
One aim of these experiments was to test whether scaling by threshold is a meaningful way to represent colour differences. From Fig. 4 , such scaling emphasises that the circular sets of surrounds and their matches are comparable multiples of threshold for all directions in colour space. Even the very desaturated surrounds at 18× threshold produce distinct induced hues, also at 18× threshold. Therefore, such scaling provides a metric for comparing distances in different colour directions for desaturated stimuli. Scaling by threshold evidently is not equivalent to the way the visual system processes colour differences for the more saturated colours (the corners of the square set of surrounds) since the inducing surrounds and their matches are no longer comparable multiples of threshold. Similar conclusions on scaling by threshold were reached by Cole et al. (1993) .
Instead, simply taking the logarithm of the r, b axes of the MacLeod-Boynton diagram provides an alternative scaling that appears to be equivalent to the way the visual system processes colour differences Table 2 Correlation coefficients between the average settings (Experiment 2) and expected settings based on equal LE and RE square-surround differences calculated in linear (column A) and logarithmic (column B) MacLeod-Boynton co-ordinates . Plotting expected and match chromaticities in this space is an alternative representation of the equal LE and RE log(square/surround) chromatic ratios for each cone class shown in Fig. 5 . In such a colour space (Fig. 6a ) the distance between each inducing surround and neutral equals the distance between each induced colour and neutral (shown by arrows, or surround-to-patch vectors in Fig. 6a ).
The set of induced hues forms, to a good approximation, the mirror image of the set of inducing surrounds, reflected around the origin, illuminant C. This is more clearly visualised if the neutral chromaticity (illuminant C) is located at co-ordinates (0, 0) (Fig. 6a , left ordinate, lower abscissa). In this case the axes are equivalent to log (r/r 0 ) and log (b/b 0 ) where r 0 and b 0 are the MacLeod-Boynton (r, b) co-ordinates for illuminant C. For brevity, the axes can be designated log (l), log (s) where l= r/r 0 and s =b/b 0 .
The arrows drawn in Fig. 6a illustrate both the concept of mirror reflection around the neutral colour and the concept of vector addition, where the difference in chromaticity between each surround and square on each axis is represented as a vector. The description can be generalised as in Fig. 6b : if any two vectors that connect different surrounds and squares are parallel and of the same length, the two squares should match. The Fig. 6a example can be seen as a special case of the general model, in which the two vectors lie end to end because the neutral square and match surround are the same chromaticity. The general model is assessed in Experiment 3.
Experiment 3
In the previous experiments the general model shown in Fig. 6b could not be assessed because the LE square and RE (the match) surrounds were always the same colour (illuminant C). In the next experiment eight matches (RE) were made to a single LE display, each match being set in a different RE surround colour. This procedure was repeated five times, for five different LE displays (40 matches in total). LE and RE surround chromaticities are shown in the log (l), log (s) diagram in Fig. 7a (: LE, 2: RE). All had a luminance of 18 cd/m 2 . Inset in each LE surround was the standard square, the same as in Experiments 1 and 2 (illuminant C at 8 cd/m 2 ). In this experiment, each match to one LE display is expected to be simply translated from the RE surround chromaticity in the log (l), log (s) diagram by an amount depending on the LE display, if observers equate LE and RE surroundpatch vectors. There should be no mirroring of surround and match chromaticities around a neutral point as in Experiments 1 and 2 because the RE surround and LE patch are no longer the same colour. This is illustrated in Fig. 7b which shows expected sets of matches for yellow () and red () LE surround colours.
Experiment 3: Results
Expected match chromaticities based on equal LE and RE log (l), log (s) vectors are plotted against average sets of RE matches in Fig. 7c, d . If observers are 7 It is noteworthy that LeGrand (1949) re-analysed colour difference thresholds reported by MacAdam (1942) and found that the thresholds for the short wave, or blue, receptor could be described by a Weber-Fechner relation. That is, the threshold around each of 25 colours [log D(B)] was proportional to the response of the blue receptor to that colour [log (B 0 )]. A logarithmic transformation of the b-axis of the MacLeod -Boynton diagram could therefore be described as an alternative way to scale by threshold (for conditions where the axes of threshold ellipses lie parallel to the r, b axes), rather than a linear (multiplicative) scaling of distances. Fig. 6. (a) The chromaticities of the LE surrounds that formed a square at 35 × threshold (Experiment 2), and their matches, re-plotted in a colour space that is a logarithmic transformation of the MacLeod-Boynton r, b chromaticity diagram (upper abscissa, right ordinate). 2, LE surrounds that formed a square with half sides of 35 × threshold; , average matches for six observers; ", expected matches based on equal LE and RE patch-surround vectors. The two arrows illustrate the vector matching scheme described in the text: the solid arrow that connects the LE surround chromaticity to that of the standard (LE) square is parallel to and the same length as the dashed arrow that connects the RE surround chromaticity to the match. (b) A general vector model extending the vector matching scheme illustrated in (a) to a situation in which the RE surround is no longer neutral but has chromaticity plotted as .
simply equating LE and RE surround patch vectors the points should fall on a line with a slope of 1. This is evidently true along both the log (l) and log (s) axes. Again, how well log (l), log (s) vectors describe the data can be gauged by comparing the correlations between the average settings and expected settings based on linear or logarithmic square-surround differences (Table 3) . Five matches were removed from the analysis as they lay on the limit of the colour gamut. Both sets of expected matches again correlate highly with the average settings. The correlation between the average settings and expected b co-ordinates based on logarithmic square-surround differences (column B) is again higher than that for linear square-surround differences (column A). This difference is again significant whether the two sets of expected settings are expressed in linear or logarithmic co-ordinates (column C). There were no significant differences between the sets of expected settings for the r co-ordinates.
General discussion
The aim of the three experiments was to characterise contrast colours and to understand the underlying visual processes. Surround patch vectors in a logarithmic MacLeod-Boynton r, b diagram address the first of these issues: they represent contrast colours accurately in all three experiments.
As mentioned in Section 1, the traditional description of contrast colours is that they are complementary in colour to the inducing surround. In the CIE (x, y) or MacLeod-Boynton (r, b) chromaticity diagrams, complementary colours lie on an extension of a line that connects the chromaticity of the coloured surround to the neutral (or some other common point). The idea of complementary colours entails a mirror reflection of induced and inducing colours around a neutral colour, a description that is consistent with the results of both Experiments 1 and 2, if the results are plotted in a logarithmic MacLeod-Boynton colour space. Sets of inducing and induced chromaticities that intersect at a common point in the logarithmic diagram will not, however, necessarily produce pairs that continue to intersect at a common point in the linear (r, b) or CIE (x, y) diagrams. They will not, therefore, be the same as complementary colours defined in traditional colour spaces. This distinction may explain the difference between the present results and the conclusions of Krauskopf et al. (1986b) who measured induced hues along the same cardinal directions of colour space used in Experiment 1 but found they could not predict induced hues for colours lying in non-cardinal colour directions.
The experiments of Krauskopf et al. (1986b) also differed from the present experiments by using a nulling task. The measure of induced hue was the colour and amplitude of the nulling modulation applied to a cen- tral area while the surround was modulated in colour. Both the inducing and nulling stimuli lay along straight lines in a scaled MacLeod -Boynton (r, b) diagram (the axes were scaled so that the maximum colour excursion from neutral available on their monitor corresponded to unit length). Each line passed through their neutral chromaticity. If their stimuli were re-plotted in a logarithmic MacLeod-Boynton diagram, the two end points of any inducing stimulus would not necessarily remain co-linear with their neutral. Krauskopf et al. may therefore have been providing a nulling stimulus that could not cancel the induced hue. Indeed Krauskopf et al. comment that in some cases the observers could not cancel the induced colours and the task was then to set the perceived modulation to a minimum. They concluded that induced hues are more accurately described as complementary to the colour of the inducing surround rather than as a vector sum of the induced hues determined along each cardinal direction. Instead, the results may simply show that a linear (multiplicative) scaling of distances in the MacLeodBoynton diagram is inappropriate. Kirschmann (1891) reported the strength of induced and inducing colours to be related logarithmically for all colour series tested. While the present data may also be described by equal LE and RE surround patch vectors in a logarithmic MacLeod-Boynton diagram, the improvement in fit between the present data and surround patch vectors in logarithmic, compared to linear co-ordinates, occurs only for b co-ordinates. Throughout the experiments there was little difference between expected r co-ordinates based on log (r), log (g), or linear r (or g) values. These alternatives could be distinguished using larger surround-square colour differences.
Luminance differences have so far not been considered since the aim was to find an accurate representation of induced hues in this display. Luminance contrast needs to be incorporated in any general description of contrast colours since, as described in Section 1, it can affect induced hues. The two-dimensional vector matching scheme in a logarithmic MacLeod-Boynton diagram cannot, however, be extended simply to a three dimensional cone excitation Table 3 Correlation coefficients between the average settings (Experiment 3) and expected settings based on equal LE and RE square-surround differences calculated in linear (column A) and logarithmic (column B) MacLeod-Boynton co-ordinates space without an additional constraint on the square-surround luminance ratio. Consider the S cones, to a first approximation:
( 1) where b 
This results in equal LE and RE S cone ratios only if the square-surround luminance ratio is equal in the two eyes. Without such a constraint on luminance, Eq. (2) reverts to Eq. (1).
Several authors have previously modelled contrast colours using various cone contrast expressions (Walraven, 1976; Troost et al., 1992; Lucassen, 1993; Chichilnisky & Wandell, 1995) . A converse approach is therefore to consider (i) whether the data can be described by equal LE and RE cone contrasts; (ii) what r, b and Y values would be expected from equal LE and RE cone contrasts; (iii) how these expected r, b and Y values compare to equal LE and RE chromatic ratios.
RE versus LE cone contrasts for the results of Experiments 1 and 2 are plotted in Fig. 8 . Clearly, for both saturated and desaturated inducing colours, the S cone data are described well by cone contrasts: all points lie on the diagonal in Fig. 8a, b . Thus the S cone contrasts in the two eyes are equated. RE versus LE L or M cone contrasts are plotted in Fig. 8c, d . The points again cluster around the diagonal, but the data are much more noisy and cover a much smaller range, reflecting that all of these matches were conducted at one luminance contrast. To the extent that the points fall on the diagonal, these results are similar to Chichilnisky and Wandell (1995) 
where X refers to the L, M, or S cones, k is a dark light constant and w is the Weber fraction, each determined separately for the L, M and S cones. 
Equating RE and LE L and M cone ratios (or D-contrast) is therefore equivalent to equating the ratio of r to g chromatic contrasts in the LE and RE displays.
Since g= (1− r):
which can be solved for r p1 . An expected Y p1 can then be determined using Eq. (4), and b p1 can be determined from Eq. (3). Expected r, b co-ordinates from Eq. (3) -Eq. (6) can be compared to the average data in Experiment 1, which contained the most saturated colours. The correlations between these expected co-ordinates and the average settings were again high (r =0.9995 for both the r and b axes), but did not differ significantly to the correlations between the average data and expected settings based on logarithmic square-surround differences, listed in Table 1 (comparing the difference in correlation between Eq. (3)-Eq. (6) and expected settings based on MacLeod-Boynton log (r): t(6)=2.33, n.s.; log (g): t(6)= 2.32, n.s.; log (b): t(4)= 0.36, n.s.). That is, r, b co-ordinates calculated from either Eq. (3)-Eq. (6); r, log (b) vectors; or log (r or g), log (b) vectors produce an equivalent and accurate fit to the data. They describe the relationship between induced and inducing colours more accurately than the additive complement description of contrast colours, or a surround-square vector scheme based either in linear r, b co-ordinates or in a threshold scaled colour space.
As noted in the discussion of Experiment 1, using logarithmic values of the r axis of the MacLeod-Boynton diagram introduces a difficulty since expected r co-ordinates based on log (r) co-ordinates are not the same as those based on log (g). While differences in correlation between expected settings based on r or g and the average settings were not significant (Tables  1-3) , a theoretical difficulty remains since r and g no longer sum to 1. Taking the ratio of r:g chromatic contrasts to determine an expected r co-ordinate is one solution (Eqs. (5) and (6)) that maintains the constraint that g= 1−r and gives expected r (and g) co-ordinates that correlate highly with the data. A second solution is to use linear square-surround differences for the r axis. These alternatives cannot be distinguished with the present data but they predict increasingly different values as the square-surround colour difference increases.
Calculating co-ordinates using equal LE and RE vectors in a r, log (b) diagram, or using Eqs. (3) -(6), implies that the match r and g chromaticity co-ordinates do not depend on the luminance contrast in the display (although Eq. (4) implies luminance depends on the match r and g chromaticity co-ordinates). This implication also cannot be tested with the present data, which were all conducted at one luminance contrast, but it is confirmed (again in the haploscopic display) for four surround-patch luminance contrasts in Shepherd (1997b) .
The haploscopic superimposed display (HSD)
The displays were presented haploscopically: different displays were presented to each eye, although the observer saw a fused single image. Although it has several advantages, as a psychophysical method it carries with it various assumptions. Advantages include accuracy (Walters, 1942; Wright, 1946) and ease of matching (Whittle & Challands 1969; Whittle, 1973; Ware & Cowan, 1982; Brenemann, 1987) , unlike other common methods such as binocular side by side matching (Kinney, 1962 (Kinney, , 1967 or matching between displays alternated in time (Troost et al., 1992; Lucassen, 1993) . These advantages were also found in the present experiments.
One assumption of the HSD is that the eyes adapt independently, so that an adapting field presented to one eye does not affect the appearance of stimuli presented to the other eye. Such appearance changes have been reported (Shevell & Humanski, 1984; Krauskopf et al., 1986a) but the effect has been reported to be small (Crawford, 1939; Schouten & Ornstein, 1939; Wright, 1946; Burnham, 1957; Self, 1959; Ware & Cowan, 1982; Wehrhahn, 1987) especially if non-corresponding retinal positions are tested (Guilford, 1927; Hunt, 1950; Burnham, Evans & Newhall, 1952) . In these experiments the borders defining the LE and RE squares were not overlapping in the binocular image (see Fig. 1 ). This minimised the chance of binocular interactions despite each square being seen 'through' the surround colour of the opposite eye. Indeed, the results from all three experiments provide a compelling demonstration that the effective part of the display is the surround-patch border in each eye, which would not be found if there were binocular interactions. Moreover, this result suggests that the match reflects monocular processes, at a stage before the signals from the two eyes are combined in the cortex.
A second assumption of the HSD is that a person's two eyes are equivalent, that is, that it is valid to use one eye as a reference system for stimuli presented to the other eye. Differences again have been reported to be small (Chichilnisky & Wandell, 1995; Smith & Pokorny, 1996) 9 .
Retinal contrast processing
As described in the Introduction, matches in a HSD have been attributed to retinal (Whittle & Challands, 1969; Whittle, 1994) and even cone-specific contrast processing (Chichilnisky & Wandell, 1995) rather than simply monocular processes. Chichilnisky and Wandell reported equal LE and RE patch-surround cone contrasts in a HSD and concluded that sensitivity was adjusted at or near the photoreceptors since signals from different classes of cone are combined early in the retina. On the other hand, Smith and Pokorny (1996) also examined contrast colours in a haploscopic display but their results were not consistent with observers equating LE and RE cone contrasts, although they did not use fused backgrounds in their haploscopic display.
The present results are in general agreement with a cone contrast description. They are also in agreement with a description in which colour signals from the L and M cones are processed separately from luminance (Eqs. (3)- (6)). Taking the ratio of L to M cone ratios is one transformation that reduces to Eq. (5). If the visual system were also to use the ratio of cone contrasts to extract stable colour information, the matches must be set at a site after the signals from the L and M receptors converge. That is, matches in a HSD may show retinal contrast processing, but not simply cone specific contrast processing. This interpretation is consistent with the conclusions of Chaparro, Stromeyer, Chen and Kronauer, (1995) , who, using a detection task, argue for separate processing of colour and luminance signals at early retinal levels of processing. These issues cannot be adequately addressed at this stage with experiments conducted at only one luminance contrast. The present results are confirmed, however, for four luminance contrasts in Shepherd (1997b) .
and Lutz Wiegrebe. All experiments used low level routines written in C, some of which were based on Denis Pelli's 'Video Toolbox' collection.
